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COLOR BOX

The ideal tool for a precise and rapid 
car colour identi�cation
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COLOR BOX

There is no right process 
for all repairs, but there is 
a right process for every repair.

COLOR BOX Easy
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Manual colour search system composed of  sprayed 
cards, periodically updated (twice a year) with all new 

colours and variants of the car sector. 
Launched onto the market since the 1980s, it has now 

reached its 6th edition thoroughly renewed and 
available in two versions.

This colour collection presents cards arranged by “Car 
Manufacturer” and contains all main European 

car �eet colours and variants concerning models of the 
last 10-12 years. 

Colours are divided into over 70 fans (of max. 100 cards 
each), which are easy to consult due to a practical ring.

The new edition has been completely revitalised in its 
format and mode of use: two di�erent modules to 

position in the working area according di�erent 
con�gurations make its use very “Easy”. 

COLOR BOX Chroma Flex
This colour collection presents cards arranged by “Colour” 
and contains over 8.000 car �eet colours and variants. 

Colours are divided into over 90 fans (of max. 100 cards 
each), which are easy to consult due to a practical ring.

The new edition has also been completely revitalised in its 
format and mode of use: three di�erent modules to 
position in the working area according di�erent modes 
make its use very “Easy”. 

For both versions the well-established production 
process of sprayed cards (two-coat process with matt water-borne 
basecoat + UHS clearcoat), sizes and information printed on the 
back side of each colour chip have remained unchanged 
(including the bare code, which is very useful for an easy and 
prompt identi�cation of the formulation), thus ensuring 
a constant updating also of previous editions. 
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